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Entrance Exam Materials 

GRADE 9 IG: 

Biology: 

 Human body systems 
 Enzymes 
 Homeostasis 

 

Chemistry: 

 States of matter  
 Separation techniques 
 Atoms, ions, elements and compounds 
 Chemical reactions and equations  
 Periodic table, including properties and reactions 
 Metals and non-metals 
 Hydrocarbons 

 

Physics: 

 Motion (speed, velocity and acceleration) and motion graphs  
 Newton's laws of motion 
 pressure and pressure in a liquid 
 work, power and energy 
 reflection and refraction of waves including light (uses of total 

international reflection)  
 images given by lenses 
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Entrance Exam Materials 

GRADE 10 IG: 

 

Biology: 

 Human body systems 
 Homeostasis 
 Photosynthesis and transport in plants 
 Enzymes 

 

Chemistry: 

 States of matter  
 Separation techniques 
 Atoms, ions, elements and compounds 
 Chemical reactions and equations  
 Periodic table, including properties and reactions 
 Metals and non-metals 
 Stoichiometry  
 Electrochemistry and energetics 

 

Physics: 

Units 1 and 2 of IGCSE syllabus: General Physics and Thermal Physics 
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Entrance Exam Materials 

GRADE 11 IG: 

Biology: 

 Human body systems 
 Homeostasis 
 Photosynthesis and transport in plants 
 Enzymes 
 Ecology 
 Reproduction 
 Genetics 

 

Chemistry: 

 Cambridge syllabus of grade 10 (all syllabus) 

 

Physics: 

Full IGCSE syllabus:  
 General Physics  
 Thermal Physics 
 Waves including sound and light 
 Electricity and magnetism 
 Atomic Physics 
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Entrance Exam Materials 

GRADE 12 IG: 

Biology: 

 As level biology 

 

Chemistry: 

 Cambridge syllabus of grade 11 AS (all syllabus) 

 

Physics: 

Full AS syllabus: 
 Physical quantities and units  
 Measurement’s techniques 
 Kinematics 
 Dynamics  
 Forces, density and pressure  
 Work, energy and power 
 Deformation of solids 
 Waves 
 Superposition 
 Electric fields 
 Current and electricity  
 D.c. circuits  
 Partical and nuclear physics 

 


